Run Number 77, 18th October 2007
Hoylake Station, the Wirral, Merseyside
The Pack: Compo, FCUK, Snoozanne (hare), Mad Hatter, Bacardi Spice, PeterPan,
Bess, OTT, Carless Whisper.
No pictures and just telegraphic notes here because FCUK was unofficial hash scribe.
Off from Hoylake station. Some of us wandered what seemed like miles down Valentia
Road but were called back by the hare and headed seawards with the bit in between our
teeth. The Hare obviously had a sense of humour and sent us down ‘The King’s Gap’,
but there was a falsie and we had to go round a diversion. Then, finally on the beach,
with the darkness already coming in we picked our way though the pools at the foot of
the seawall. We got to a regroup on the point, overlooking the Dee Estuary and with
some Welsh mountains just visible in the gloom. We got to talking about Peter Pan’s job
and it struck Snoozanne that it was quite ironic, given his hash name to speak about his
‘powers’. Then there came the fantastic experience of bouncing along the boardwalk
through the nature reserve. Even I got up to a good speed here. It felt like a treadmill,
not that most hashers would know what that feels like… We entered civilization again at
Pinfold road. We all thought that we could be going back via Meols Drive, but
Snoozanne had some surprises taking us further out before we almost lost Peter Pan in
a Park (nr Graham Road), maybe he had gone off to exercise his power to stop yobs
assembling… The ON INN was a long slog on a path beside the railway. The pack
spread out and I was falling behind. Suddenly the lights of Hoylake station appeared.
PHEW. Peter Pan was the RA for the day. The guy should be a stand up, he is hilarious.
Thanks to Snoozanne for a carefully crafted crafty run.

